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EFR’ECT OT CHANGES IN TAIL ARRANGEMENT UPON THE SPXti-N-ING >
03’ A Ldl’f-WING MO170PLAM!! MODEL
By C. H. Zimmerman
SUMMARY
A series of tests was made in the N.A.C.A. free-
spintiing tunnel to find the effect upon spinning charac-
teristics of systematic. changes in tail arrangement. The
tests were made with a l/16-’scale model of a low-wing mon-
oplane of modern design. The changes consisted of: (1)
variation of the fuselage length; (2) variation of the
fore-and-aft location of the vertical surfaces; and (3)
variation of the vertical location of the horizontal sur-
faces.
The spinning characteristics of the model, including
the number of turns required for recovery, were found to
vary systematically and regularly with systematic changes
in the tail arrangement. The following changes in -tail
arrangement had harmful effects upon the recover
Y
charac-
teristics (which originally were excellont)r (1 shorten-
ing the fuselage; (2) placing the vertical surfaces di-
rectly above the horizontal surfaces as compared wft”h lo-
cations either fore or aft of this position; (3) moving
the horizontal surfaces downward from their original loca-
tion at the top o~the fuselage.
INTRODUCTION
That tho arrangement of the tail surfaces has a very
important effect upon the syinning characteristics “of an
airplane is well known, having repeatedly been confirmed
by various investigators (references 1 to 7). The practi-
cal problem facing designers is to provide an e~~ennage
that will offer a maximum of resistance to the type of
spin to be exp~ctefd of the wing and mass combination of
the airp~ane without the sacrifice of other desirable fea-
tures.
.—
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A model of a modern, low-wing monoplane undergoing
routine tests at the N.A. C.A, free-spinning tupnel was
found to have very good characteristics, both during the
spiu and:,tm recoveries.), ,This model had an unusual tall
arrangement (fig. 1)0 An investigation was undertaken to
determine whether the good. spinning characteristics re-
sulted from tho particular tail arrangement ands if sot
which features were primarily responsible. Since thfs in-
vestigation was to bc tho ffirst too determine tho effect
of systematic changes of a model in the free-spinning tun-
nel, it was also expected to indicate the suitability of
the tunnel for similar but more extensive research.
The model was tested in its original condition and
with systematic changes in tail length, in the fore-and-
aft location of the vertical surfaces, and in the vertical
location of the horizontal surfaces. Both spins and re-
cov’~rics were made with two different elevator settings.
APPARATUS AND MODI!L
The t-ests wero made in the N.A.C.A. free-spinning wind
tunnel in the manner described in reference ’7.
The scale of the model was 1/16 that of a modern low-
wing monoplane having the following general characteris-
tics: ‘ ~~
Wing span- - - - - - - - - - - -- - 42 ft. -
Wtngarea - - -- - - -- - - - - - 305 Sq.ft. -
Wing section - -’- ~ - - - - - - - - N.A.C,A,
23012
Ratio of vertical tail area to wing
area ‘- - - - - -- - - - - ---- 0.07
Ratio of tail length (distance from
e.g. to rudder hinge axis) to wing
epanm--- - - - -- - - - - -- - 0.48
Gross weight - - - - - - - - - - - ‘- 5,575 lb.
Center-of-gravity location, percentage
of mean chord back of leading edge
of mean chord- - - - - - - - - - - 27.7 percent
.
.
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d’J-’0 ~ --pMomenti of inertia:
++”
A(about X axis) ----- ---- 3,350 Slug- ft. a
B(about Y axis)---- --- 7,020 slug- ft.2
C(about Z axis)---- ---- 9,580 slug-ft,~
Eost of the model was of balsawood. The leading and
trailing edges and the tips of the wing were reinforced
with spruce and bam%oo to prevent damage from striking the
safety nettingc The rear portion ,~f the fuselage was hol-
lowed for longitudinal balance. Sections of the wing were .
removed to obtain a mass distribution similar to that of
the airplane. Ri3s were fitted into the cutaway spaces
and the wing contour was restored with a covering of silk
tissue paper. A clockwork delayed-action mechanism (ref-
erence 7) was installed in the..rnodel to move the rudder
and elevator surfaces during spins. Lead weights were
suitably disposed to give the proper total weight and mass
distribution
The original tail arrangement is shown in figure 1.
l. Modifications were made by moving the original surfaces to
the positions indicated in figures 2, 3, and 4; ii ‘was not
possible, howev&r, to preserve smoothly faired contours.
+, It is believed that this lack of fairness had no important.
bearing upon the inferences to be made from the r“esultst
o%tained. The changes in tail Zength illustrated in fig-
ure 2 were accompanied by appropriate changes in-%a~ast
to keep the weight and center-of-gravity position constant,
1
1 which resulted in changes in moments of inertia of the
same order of magnitude as would occur for similar changes
to the airplane.
TESTS ANI) RESULTS
—
Spins were tried with the rudder 30° with the sp”in
and the elevator 27° up and 20° down with each of the tail
arrangements illustrated in figures 2$ 3, and 4. For
spins vith the elevator up, recoveries were rna~e””by”Si-rnui-”””
taneous and quick reversal of the rudder and downwardJ
movement of the elevator. For spins”vi”th “the elevator
——.
down recoveries were made by quick reversal of the rudder:
-.
.—
.-.
- .-..—
---- -
. ..—
.
The results are given in figures 2, 3; and 4.
. The
number of turns for recovery, the angle of attack, the ‘-
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value of 121/2v, the angle of siddsl~p, the radius, and
the vertical velocity, all in terms of equivalent full-
scale values, are plotted against ,change in full-scale
tail length in figure 2; against c@znge in horizontal posi-
tion of the vertical siirfaces in figure 3; and against
vertical location. of the horizontal surfaces in fig-ure 4,
The turns for recovery represent the number of turns
after reversal of the rudder and elev”ator if the elevator
was up’ during the spin and after reversal of the rudder
alone if tine elevator.was down during the spin= T.he.an- .,
gles okattack and of sidesliP refer to the values of
these variables at the center of gravity of the airplane.
The precision of the various measurements and the ap-
proximations involved in calculating the radius and the
angles of attack and of sidesl-ip (see reference 7) were
such that the values represented in the figures are be-
lieved &u be correct within the following limits:
Turns for recovery 1/4 turn “
Angle of attack *ZO 4
(2?)
5--T
Angle of sid~slip kl+20 “
Radius *1O percent
Velocity +2 percent
EIU?ECT 02? CHANGES IN TAIL LENQWH
Spins were possi%le with the elevators up with the
two shortest tail lengths tried. (See figs. 1 and 20)
With ‘the longer tail lengths the model invariably went
into a. spiral dive with eventual recovery. The spins ob-
tained with the shortened tail lengths were fairly steep,
stout 42° angle of attack, with ’small values of ~b/2-V ,
large radii, and high %ertical velocity.
With the elevators down, spins were obtained with all
tail lengths. It is interesting to’.note that shortening
the Ml- length 16 inches (full scale) had a comparatively
.
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small effect on the spin, the tw’o succeeding reductions of
15 inches each had a fairly large effect-, and t-he final
reduction again had but small effqct,. The changes in tho
spin were as expected; reduction’ of the tail length- re-
sulted in spins with higher angles of attack, higher val-
ues of nll/2y, smaller radii, and? slotior ‘“rates of descent.
There was little change in sideslip with change in tail
length or in elevator s~tting. ,’
,, ..—.
The ~ffect upon the recovery of Lshortening the tail
length closely paralleled the effect uPon the sP@*_. Re-
coveries made from spins with the two shortest” lengths
with the elevator up r’equired only two,,turns.” About two
turns were also required for recoveries with the “or”iginal.‘
tail length and elevators down. The bumbe= of” turfi-sin-
creased to eight When t-he tail length was shortened 48
inches, but there was little change with the further re-
duction of 16 inches.
?IFl?ECTOF CHANGES IN THE FORE-AND-AFT LOCATION
OF THE VERTICAL SURFACES
.
.
.=
No spins were obtained with the elevators up, the
model going into a spiral dive in each case.
-—
-.
The-fore-and-aft location of. the vertical surfaces
had a very great effect upon the spinning characteristics
when the elevators were dorm. Movement of the surfaces
8 inches ahead of their original location (see figs. 1 and
3) resulted in very steep spins, angle of attack a%otit 25°,
at high rates of descent. These spins were not very sta-
.—
ble and it was impossible to get comp”lete “recor~s=it~=” ‘“-—
-=.-—
great risk. of wr?cking the model. Xovernont of th-e,{ur-
faccs still farther ahead, up to a totai dlspl-iti”erneni’b-f ‘“—~
48 inches, produced no additional difference in the spin
sufficiently groat to be reco-gnize+ by the observoisi “
.. . -.
Movement of the vertical surfaces backward into ‘tho
shielded region above the horizontal surfaces resulted in
flatter s ins with corresponding changes in angle of a$-
tack, nJ2v , radius, and rate of descent but with Iitt”l-e
change in sideslip. The flattest spins werb oltaigod. with
tho leading edge of tho fin just slightly ahead of the
. leading edge of the stabiliz~r. ‘Tarther backwa”rd movement
resulted in steeper spins, the rate of change in charac-
6 N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 670
toristics with amount of backward movement being fairly
rapid.
The effect of vertical-surface location on recovery
#
was similar but more striking than the effect upon the
spin itself. The slowest recoveries, 8 to 20 turns, were
obtained with the-leading edge of.the .f#,njust above the
leading edge of the stabilizer. The recovery seemed–to
,
depend very critically upon t-he exact location of the sur-
faces, and there was considerable scattering of t-he t-st
point-s. h{ov-ernentof the surfaces backward by 8 inches
resulted in two-turn t-o three-turn recoveries. The one
recovery made from the very steep spin when the vertical
surfaces were ahead of their original location–was very
rapid and was not repeated because of the previously men-
tioned great danger of wrecking the model.
X!FYECT OF CHANGES IN THE VERTICAL LOCATION
OF THE STABILIZER
Although no spins could be o%tained with the eleva-
tors up when the horizontal surfaces were in their origi-
nal location, placing these surfaces 8 inches down on the
side of the fuselage resulted in spins at 66° angle of at-
tack with corres~ond.ing values of ‘the other characteris-
tics. An additional downward movement of 8 inches result-
ed. in very steady, flat spins wi,tn.U. angle of attack of
750*
When the elevators were down, movement of the hori- .
zontal surfaces to a lower position on the fuselage re-
sulted in steadier, flatter spins with corresponding
changes in angle of attack, ~b/2V , radius, and rate of
descent. The changes were not so striking as those ob-
tained with the elevators up. There was Very little
change in an~le of side slip with the elevators either up
or down.
~
Recoveries required about. fiv.a turns for the spins
with elevators up, There was little difference in the
! turns required f-o~ recovery betwe.ea &he two lower loca-
tions of the surfaces. With these lower locations mov-
eries with the elevator’s down were almost identical with
those when the elevator was up.
.
x .
..
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POINTS OF GENERAL INTEREST
7
The point brought out most strikingly by this inves-
tigation is the consistency and general regularity of the
results obtained. Although small variations in tail ar-
rangement in some instances produced very great changes in
spinning characteristics, extension of the variations in
all cases showed that these apparently abrupt changes were
but parts of general trends.
The results are in entire agreement with previous in-
formation from many sources. It was found that b-y certain
reasonably small changes in the tail arrangement all of
the spinning characteristics, except the amount of side- “
slip , could be changed through wide ranges. The excellent
%ehabior of the model in its original condition was un-
doubtedly largely caused %y the particular tail arrange-
l ment.
This conclusion was also supported by supplementary
tests which included interchanging the tail unit of the
subject model with that of another low-wing monoplane of
approximately the sane size. This latter model had very
poor .spinning characteristics, consistently failing to re-
cover regardless of the control-surface settings or move-
ments. The supplementary tests showed that,.when the ~arni “-
tail length was used for each model, interchanging “the
tail units resulted in a corresponding interchange of spin-
ning characteristics within limits of practical applicabil-
ity.
The present tests were made with only one. loading “
condition and one wing arrangement. Different wing ar-
rangements and loading combinations tested with the
changes in tail arrangement reported herein would have
given different “-quantitative results and might have given,
in extreme cases, different qualitative indications. ..A
systematic comprehensive research starting with a typical
model and including such changes as conversion from a low-
wing to a high-wing monoplane, conversion from a monoplane
to a biplane, etc., all considered in the light of compari-
sons between model and airplane results such as those in
reference 7’, will be necessary before these data can %e ap-
plied quantitatively to the spinning behavior of new designs.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vai, April 28, 1936.
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